WELCOME TO MEMBER-CONNECT.
THE NEW FORUM PLATFORM EXCLUSIVELY FOR NUTRITION SOCIETY MEMBERS TO BE ABLE TO DISCUSS HOT TOPICS, NETWORK WITH EACH OTHER AND TO FORM NEW CONTACTS AND COLLABORATIONS.

THE SOCIETY HAS DESIGNED THE PLATFORM SO IT IS EASY TO USE AND ACCESSIBLE ON BOTH DESKTOP AND MOBILE DEVICES. MEMBERS WILL HAVE THE TOOLS TO COMMUNICATE, COLLABORATE AND SHARE INFORMATION WITH MEMBERS OF THE NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE COMMUNITY THROUGH THE PLATFORM.

CREATE YOUR PROFILE
To make the most of Member-Connect, it is important you set up 'MY PROFILE'
- Add a headshot so members can find you
- Select your employment industry
- Choose your industry interests

CONNECT WITH MEMBERS
Member-Connect makes it easy for members to start building relationships with the nutrition community and encourages:
- Networking for social or professional reasons
- Connections for collaborations, nationally and internationally
- International members to engage with the Society wherever they are in the world

‘Connect’ - Here you can search for fellow community members, connect and directly message each other.

DISCUSS TOPICS
Member-Connect enables members to discuss new topics within the themes of the Nutrition Society:
- Encourage debate and idea sharing across the nutritional science community
- Tag and search other members to involve and engage them, exchange views and share information
- Participate in meaningful, real time discussions about science or ideas that matter to you

NEWS AND RESOURCES
Members will have access to a library of information and support tools on the go. Member-Connect will allow members to:
- Share current news and create events
- Contact the Society and voice opinions through discussions and polls
- Let other members know about events you are attending

GET STARTED
Login to your Nutrition Society account and under the 'my membership' section click on the link to acces Member-Connect.
Watch this video for more detail.